
TMASF Connects hosted the first in a series of presentations by the San Francisco County

Transportation Agency (SFCTA) about their Congestion Pricing Study on Wednesday, May

5th, 2021 and Thursday, May 6th, 2021. Recordings of the presentations are available for

viewing and downloading here (for Wednesday, May 5th) and here (for Thursday, May 6th).

For those that were unable to participate, we are planning on additional presentations in

the near future as the outreach period is extended and new recommendations are made.

Below are the questions asked and the responses given during the Q&A sessions of the

initial two meetings.

Questions were fielded from the membership prior to and during the meetings. Questions

were asked and presented by TMASF Connects staff. Responses were given by SFCTA

staff. Please note that the questions and responses may have been paraphrased.

Timestamps have been given for when the question was asked and when responses were

given (and on which day) if applicable. Uses of the terms “we” and “our” below refer to the

SFCTA. For more information, a map of the proposed zone, and to sign up for project

updates, Click Here.

One-way only, going into the Congestion Pricing Zone

One-way only, going into the Congestion Pricing Zone, with

discounts for toll payers and residents within the zone

Two-way bidirectional, going into or out of the Congestion

Pricing Zone

There are currently three scenarios:

A new proposal is currently being developed with revised

projections that would also reflect revised costs. Please see

question 7 in of the Downtown Congestion Pricing FAQ for more

income details.

SFCTA Congestion Pricing Study Presentations Q&A

TMASF Connects hosted these presentations on 
Wednesday, May 5th and Thursday, May 6th, 2021 

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 23:01 & 45:25 | Thursday, May 6th - 26:17

For analysis purposes, the proposed time slots are 3 hours in the morning

and 3 hours in the afternoon during weekday rush hours pre-pandemic.
Post-pandemic conditions will be monitored. Congestion Pricing will not

be in effect on Saturdays and Sundays or holidays.

What hours of the day will this be in effect? Will this be in
effect on weekends and holidays? 

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 56:32 | Thursday, May 6th - 28:45

What is the cost to enter the zone?
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The upfront cost would be for installing the tools and equipment like Fast Trak

detectors, license plate scanners/monitors, and expansion of existing systems.
During Wednesday’s discussion, the cost was said to be around $125 million.
During Thursday’s discussion, the cost was said to be around $100 million. This

cost will be funded by federal grants, possibly in combination with Congestion

Pricing revenue over time.

The illustrative income levels used are set by federal and state definitions and

are scaled for household size.

We have a couple approaches for those with limited internet access or language

barriers, and one of the biggest outreach strategies for these groups is through

community workshops. People are encouraged to participant via telephone and

Zoom, and informational packets are sent through the mail. During our outreach in

the fall, half of these packets were in other languages. Postering, flyering, online

media and surveys both online and through text are available in other languages.

Our next big round of community outreach begins in June/July, and includes

working with different community organizations, launching additional ways for

people to engage and give feedback, and a press release engaging SFCTA

media contacts to let everyone know of all the different ways they can get

involved.

The program will be a voluntary opt-in. Some ideas being explored are

showing proof of income, having an applicable Fast Trak, and having a

license plate registered to an applicable individual.

How will people demonstrate they qualify for a reduced
rate?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 42:58 | Thursday, May 6th - 32:09

What are the costs to establish monitoring and collection the
fees? How are funds being raised to install cameras or other

tools to collect fees?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 52:36 & 56:02 | Thursday, May 6th - 32:33 & 40:34

The income levels are based on a family of 4. How does it work if
you have a family of 2 or a family of 8?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 34:15 | Thursday, May 6th - 29:18

What type of media outreach are you planning and when? 

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 27:06 | Thursday, May 6th - 56:07

How is the SFCTA reaching out to groups that may not have reliable
internet access? Are resources in other languages available?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 47:10 | Thursday, May 6th - 56:55 2



We are particularly concerned about small businesses that have been affected by the

pandemic, and we are continuing to work with the community to support Downtown

entities to make sure we get federal stimulus resources and future legislation benefits in

the hands of those who need them. We do not want there to be an impact, but rather want

it to be a benefit for better and reduced costs for better deliveries and more reliable, safer,
stronger transportation services during those peak periods.

As part of our analysis, we are looking at how travel would be projected to change. This

includes the potential financial impact on parking garages due to reduced driving and how

demand for parking would be reduced and how that would translate to a financial impact

on garages. A rough goal based on what other cities have achieved would be a 10-15%
reduction in peak period vehicle trip making. Some of that would be trips that shift from

peak periods to other times of the day, which would not lead to an overall net decrease in

people driving, but rather a shift to other times of the day, although there would be some

shift to shared transit.

Based on current policy scenarios, Congestion Pricing is only recommended during

peak rush hours, mid-day deliveries would not be affected and would not incur fees.
However, more work needs to be done around how to design this policy with

business and commercial trip making in mind. Shuttles, buses, and vehicles with

seven of more passengers are exempt in the proposal.

Is there concern on how this will affect small businesses? Has
consideration been given to the financial impact on the parking garages

within the Congestion Pricing Zone?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 35:10 | Thursday, May 6th - 48:00

 How will this impact commercial deliveries to businesses?
What about Private shuttle buses? 

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 28:43 & 39:31 | Thursday, May 6th - 41:29  & 44:04

No recommendations have been made for cleaner vehicles at the moment, as while

they produce less emissions, they contribute the same amount of traffic congestion

as traditional vehicles. No considerations have been made for 2-3 person vehicles,
although vehicles with 7+ passengers will be exempt from the fee. Discounts for

higher income residents that live within the Congestion Pricing Zone are in

discussion.

Will there be a discount for carpools? Hybrid/electric
vehicles? Residents living within the Congestion Pricing zone?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 30:08 & 30:43 | Thursday, May 6th - 42:47

Under the current proposal, fees apply to trips of all type. We are working with the

school district on a separate front as they redesign their school assignment policy to

come up with a transportation strategy to make the school trip easier on families.
There are currently not many resources being put into school transportation and

supported families with school transportation resources.

 Does this mean that parents picking/dropping off their kids will
need to pay the fee? What about medical appointments or running

quick errands?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 39:51 | Thursday, May 6th - 50:40 3



The Congestion Pricing fee would not apply if you did not exit the freeway and enter the

surface streets, e.g. if you were driving on I-80 and merged onto 101. Take the Richmond

Bridge if you were traveling from the North Bay to the East Bay. If you were traveling

from the North Bay to the South Bay and want to avoid the Congestion Pricing Zone, you

would need to go through Park Presidio onto 19th Avenue, before going on I-280 and

then 101.

How will this impact those traveling through San Francisco to another
county to visit friends and family, or to one of the Bay Area airports? 

 
There is no clearly identifiable way that the traveler would be exempt
from paying the fee if they were traveling through SF from the North

Bay to the South Bay of the East Bay.

It would require a lot of publicity and notification to the media. The City has been able to

work with map applications previously when Market Street closed or for temporary

street closures, and we envision we could do the same to update their maps so it

becomes part of the routing.

It does not work with our current levels of transportation, e.g., without our pre-
pandemic baseline transit restored. With pre-pandemic transit levels, increasing peak

period transit services is a priority to accommodate more riders. Cities like London and

Stockholm, for example, have focused on increased bus service, specifically, for their

Congestion Pricing plans.

How will this work with our current level of transportation services?
European cities with this funding plan tend to have world class

transportation - how do we address this lack of transit options?

Long range planning shows that we need to prioritize both increasing transit services

and managing peak levels of demand and congestion in order to make the most cost-
effective use of resources. By current models, it costs more each year to run the same

level of transit service because as congestion increases, ground transportation like

buses are able to make fewer round trips due to delays. Effective use of our bus

networks and street space is vital and more efficient in terms of resources, cost, and

time than developing something underground.

When compared to London or other cities with congestion pricing, wouldn't
it seem that if SF got our transportation infrastructure to world class first, it

would be a better time to discuss implementing congestion pricing?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 52:36 | Thursday, May 6th - 54:19

How will we be notified about avoiding the Congestion Pricing
Zone when following map application routes?

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th - 58:10

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 25:15 | Thursday, May 6th - 33:00

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th - 37:17
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While Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft do

disproportionately affect congestion, we have a limited ability as a city to influence

and restrict them. In addition, our projections determine that congestion will not be

solved simply by raising fees on TNCs. However, we do recommend that congestion

pricing fees be applied differently on a per trip basis rather than a per crossing

basis for TNCs crossing the boundary.

If so much of this congestion was caused by Uber and Lyft,
why not focus the efforts on them?

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 31:35 | Thursday, May 6th - 45:31

If the Free Muni program is something that the city wants to continue in the future,

SFMTA would need to determine a way to fill the gap in their revenue from fares.

Congestion Pricing could be a way to support it and provide a revenue stream to

assist it, although it would probably not be able to support it solely.

The SFMTA is implementing three-months of Free Muni
service in July. How would this project be impacted should
this idea advance beyond its upcoming three-month trial? 

Timestamps:  Wednesday, May 5th - 38:06 | Thursday, May 6th - 46:41

The City has done some analysis on what impact the closure of Market Street had

on traffic. Traffic was not a major issue on Market Street as vehicle traffic had been

continually restricted over the past decade, relative to other streets leading to and

from freeway ramps and side streets like Broadway. These are areas where we tend

to see more traffic. We have considered the shift of traffic in our analysis.

We are not recommending Congestion Pricing to be implemented immediately as

there is so much uncertainty in how post-COVID recovery of the city will look. We

do not have any congestion problems right now that need managing, so this would

be a recommendation for the future.

With a mass exodus of people and companies leaving the city amid
COVID-19 and other environmental factors, wouldn’t this only

increase and accelerate that thought process? 

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th - 30:07

Was there an analysis, included in the study, with regards to the
effect that closing Market Street had on traffic? Closing a major
route must have had some effect to the total congestion in SF. 

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th - 44:18

That is something we are looking at by considering how traffic will shift, and how

people would either shift their transportation mode or what time they travel

during the day.

Has the SFCTA taken into consideration the impact peak period
pricing would have on other times of the day if implemented? 

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th - 53:35
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Improving transit options and transportation to serve and benefit access to Downtown

areas

Resources to access Downtown for areas that have worse access today

Go towards local transit operators to reduce the cost of transit

Supporting Downtown as a place where people want to be that is safe and secure

The final use of the revenue generated has not been decided yet and is something we would

want input on during the next round of outreach. Some of the ideas heard so far include:

The need for Congestion Pricing was a priority as congestion was a top concern by polling in

2019. Although it is not needed today, with new projects determining that in may not be

needed by 2025 either, this does pose a question for when it will be needed as congestion

returns in the future.

If this study does result in congestion pricing, the transportation
landscape will be radically changed more than it ever has in recent

years. What is the pressing need for this revenue? 

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th - 36:10

Where is the revenue generated going to go towards?

Timestamp:  Thursday, May 6th -24:28

Another BART tunnel is currently under study and is a priority consideration for the

region. While Congestion Pricing cannot solely fund the cost of constructing it, it

can contribute to it.

Would the revenue raised go towards BART to build an
additional tunnel?

Timestamp:  Wednesday, May 5th - 27:55

It is considered a user fee rather than a tax by definition. It would require state

authorizing legislation and would also need the approval of the governor.

Doesn't this type of fee collection rise to the level of
implementing a new tax? If so, would this go to the voters

for a vote? 

Timestamp:  Wednesday, May 5th - 44:23

The program would need to have several different types of approval before it can be put

into place. One is state authorizing legislation, and something that can be put in there is an

expenditure plan that dictates how the money will be used and puts into place regulations

and requirements of the use of revenue so that they are transparent.

Is it appropriate to implement what is essentially a tax
without fundamentally knowing where the money is going to

be used? 

Timestamp:  Wednesday, May 5th - 34:47
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As part of our long-range planning, we consider what combination of programs and

incentives/disincentives would be most effective to achieve the city’s transportation goals

like Vision Zero and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. What we learned in the planning

processes is that simply increasing transit services does not achieve the goal of reducing

vehicular trips to reach Vision Zero, greenhouse gas emission reduction goals, or even

traffic delays.

This was brought up by both the Policy Advisory Committee as well as our Board of

Directors when shelter-in-place started. The Board did ask us to finish the study and

request that the study be extended so there was time for more outreach.

Recommendations of this study won’t produce a final decision about how the city will

move forward with Congestion Pricing. The Board is recognizing that it requires many

steps to design and pilot a Congestion Pricing program, so this study would be the first

step in many years of work if it were to be implemented.

It would take approximately five years to implement if the city were to decide to

continue with the project at the end of the year. It could be needed in in five years

as travel increases after reductions in trip making that have been brought on by

the shelter-in-place quell.

Have other options been researched other than Congestion Pricing?

Would it make more sense to postpone the study as
opposed to postposing the implementation of the

congestion pricing? 

Timestamp:  Wednesday, May 5th - 32:33

Timestamp:  Wednesday, May 5th - 49:34

What is the time frame for congestion pricing to be
implemented? 

Timestamp:  Wednesday, May 5th - 36:49
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